
Sustainable Hi-tech in the Developing World 

How many hi-tech projects in the Developing World are still working, five 

years after the project completes? 

In the Developing World, there are many, many initiatives and projects putting out hi-tech 

solutions to everyday problems.  This includes electricity minigrids, solar-powered water 

pumps, systems delivering education, and communication networks.  The good news is that 

they are really changing life for the better.  The bad news is that without skilled attention, over 

time they will fail. 

If we are to take on the awesome responsibility of changing peoples’ 

fundamental way of life, it is absolutely essential that we do this sustainably.  

We must not walk away from any project until we are sure that effective 

maintenance processes for the foreseeable future are in place.  Our 

responsibility does not end when installation is complete – that’s when it 

starts!  As the old ways will inevitably be forgotten, if we don’t have the 

resources/funding to keep the new system going for many years, we must 

think twice about whether we should even start. 

An individual installation may need attention once or twice a year – but if it’s the only water 

pump in the village, or it’s a live high-voltage wire lying across the street, or the school has to 

close because the children can’t be taught, the crisis may be immediate and demand an 

instant response from a skilled engineer with the right spares. 

The lack of 24/7 monitoring is not only a reliability and health and safety issue, but also a 

worry to investors, who know that a catastrophic failure could wipe out their investment. 

Because individual systems are widely dispersed, and rarely go wrong, providing a skilled and 

effective response at short notice is challenging.  However, the first step must be to make the 

person with the solution aware of the problem – no matter when, where or how rarely it 

occurs. 

Communications networks have solved this problem – but only for themselves – by using the 

communications network itself to report issues automatically and support remote diagnostics.  

However, there is no reason why this has to be restricted to communications networks – the 

technology will now allow any device with a small amount of electricity available to enjoy 

remote management – as long as there is someone available to talk to.  For example, a low 

data rate Inmarsat link can now fit on a single chip – but it still needs someone to phone! 

This Proposal 
A comprehensive service network of geographically dispersed and suitably skilled equipped 

engineers takes time to build up.  This proposal is for a less ambitious first step, namely the 

creation of a First Response Centre (FRC), which can be located anywhere in the world where 

there are effective telecommunications, affordable manpower and the right language skills.  

This will be manned 24 hours/day, 365 days/year, and will provide a service to any project – 



no matter how small – to guarantee an intelligent and resourceful response to any situation 

that may arise.  In return for this service, there are some obligations on the project: 

 They will provide the monitoring centre with a list of telephone numbers of engineers 

who can be despatched at short notice – and commit to keeping this up to date.  They 

will also have an escalation list, so that they can contact senior managers if no 

engineer responds, or if additional resources or management decisions are required. 

 They will put the phone number of the centre on the door of the locked equipment 

closet.  Ideally, the language(s) supported should be indicated (see mock-up below).  

 It is very desirable that the project should equip each system to be monitored with a 

means of remote communication – either a cellular telephone modem or an Inmarsat 

modem – and if necessary a small solar panel and battery to power it. 

o The remote monitoring kit may spontaneously phone the centre to report an 

alarm condition, and/or it may respond to a routine polling call from the 

centre. The data rate will be low.    

o Communications standards will need to be developed and agreed.  

o Inclusion of a GPS receiver is highly desirable.  This will both inform the field 

engineer despatcher where to go, and also aid in theft recovery. 

 Unless a separate service company with the necessary geographical distribution is 

contracted to provide the engineers, it will still be the responsibility of the system 

constructor and owner to ensure that sufficient engineers are available within a 

sensible travelling distance, that they have the necessary skills, tools and spares, and 

that they organise an effective rota of keeping their phones on.  

 An agreement must be made between the Monitoring Centre and the system operator 

for payment for this service.  There will be a fixed monthly/annual fee for monitoring, 

and an additional fee may be needed per exceptional event. 

 Target response times will be agreed (a Service Level Agreement), to give investors 

and users who rely on the system the confidence they need.  

 A mechanism should be put in place that requires the engineer to report back to the 

monitoring centre with the outcome of his intervention. 

If these requirements on project implementers seem onerous, they shouldn’t – as if they are 

responsible, they will be doing them anyway.  All the First Response Centre is doing is making 

them more effective, and easier to implement. 

Generally, apart from automated messages, communication with the FRC will be via a voice 

call (where necessary on an audio conference with a nationally-based translator, since an 

initial problem report from a user may well be in a local minority language).  All levels of 

support (and the translator) may attend the same audioconference, where the technical 

complexity demands it. 

First Response Centre  

(automated alarms, telephone call from user, remote diagnostics) 

 | 

First Line Support 

(local multi-skilled engineer, common spares) 



| 

Second Line Support  

(national engineer for supplier, full kit of spares) 

| 

Third Line Support  

(manufacturer’s engineer in country of manufacture) 

In addition to dealing with exceptional events whenever they occur, the First Response Centre 

may optionally contract to take on additional responsibility: 

 Network of multi-skilled Field Engineers – Eventually the centre itself may recruit 

multi-skilled engineers in the field, and provide their services to projects.  There are 

considerable economies of scale to be achieved by this – but it takes time, and is 

expensive. 

  Training and Certification of Field Engineers  – Whether or not the field engineers 

belong to the FRC, there is a need to ensure that they are properly trained. The FRC 

may take on building relationships with national technical training colleges, ensuring 

that the training materials provided by the project are of high quality, and providing 

certification services for engineers that meet the necessary standard. 

 Remote diagnostics – If the technology allows, then the First Response Centre may be 

able to solve simple one-off events, such as a breaker tripping through user abuse. 

 Scheduling preventive maintenance – Despatching engineers routinely, and 

confirming that necessary planned maintenance and other preventive measures are 

undertaken in compliance with agreed schedules – if they have the ability to monitor 

this. 

 Usage Reports – Where the technology supports this, the centre may be able to 

collect, analyse and report on usage information – for example to highlight if the 

system is nearing capacity.    If the operational model is based on payment-per-use, 

metering information can be collected (but actually making people pay is outside their 

remit!)  

 Equipment development – The FRC itself may develop standard remote monitoring 

modules that can be retrofitted to (for example) solar powered water pumps. 

  



 

Village Minigrid 

If you experience any problems with your electricity supply or you see anything about this installation 

that looks unsafe or damaged, please call: 

+234 (0) 97 234 5678 
You can speak English or Hausa. This number will always be answered by a person at any time of day 

or night, who will ensure that the problem is dealt with as quickly as possible by an engineer. You 

need to give this site code, which is: 

123 456 
WARNING – This installation is alarmed.   

Before opening it to work on it, please call the number above! 

Idan ka fuskanci wasu matsaloli tare da wutar lantarki wadata ko ka ga wani abu game da wannan 

shigarwa cewa ya dubi ba lafiya ko lalace , don Allah kira : 

+234 (0) 97 234 5678 
Za ka iya magana Turanci ko Hausa.  Wannan number zai ko da yaushe a amsa ta mutum a kowane 

lokaci na rana ko dare, wanda zai tabbatar da cewa matsalar da ake aikata da da sauri da wani injiniya.  

Kana bukatar ka ba da wannan shafin code, wanda yake shi ne: 

123 456 
GARGAƊI - Wannan shigarwa yana firgita.  

Kafin bude shi ya yi aiki a kanta, don Allah kira number sama ! 

 

A sample door label for a minigrid installation 

Deliverables 
The reliability of the system as experienced by users will be considerably enhanced, and the 

frequently encountered cynicism about hi-tech solutions will be mitigated. 

The pricing structure of the First Response Centre (FRC) will simplify the creation of the 

business plan for the operational phase of any project using its services, and ensure that it 

realistically incorporates running costs. 

The existence of a contract between the system operator and the FRC will significantly lower 

the investment risk, and thereby (it is hoped) make finance for system construction in the 

Developing World much more readily available. 

Next steps… 
 

The concept of a Network Operations Centre (NOC) is commonplace in telecommunications 

networks and national electricity grids, and many of the processes developed in these sectors 

can be translated directly into the FRC environment. 



I have recently retired from a long career in telecommunications, most recently installing 

communications networks for the UK National Grid’s network monitoring centre, and I will be 

pleased to help in writing proposals for funding, and if successful to work on implementation.  

Whilst I am willing to provide the leadership to make this happen, I don’t necessarily expect 

this, and I may be able to provide a more valuable contribution in a technical role. 
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